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thulema
thulema creates 21st century furniture for the offices 

and public space of the 21st century people. the quality 

of our work is underlined with the highest standards – 

this applies to our process of thinking, to the interaction 

with our client and to the work undertaken when creating, 

compiling and installing our furniture.

metod
being and doing things together isn’t just entertaining – 

it’s also unbelievably efficient. the flowing ideas can be 

spotted mid-air and then developed further in a split of 

a second. by inspiring each other, an enthused atmosphere 

is easily created and the work itself becomes finished 

almost en passant. 

often, the outside support and idea-rich soil can even go 

unnoticed – so strong is the focus on the shared space and 

the goal. Many businesses have already understood the 

actual force of teamwork and are shaping their working 

environments with the bustling of a busy market place 

in mind. Metod product range has been created exactly for 

that – to help people work and achieve their goals together. 

Martin Pärn,
designer
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open space
Metod has been created by following the ideology of a modern 

open office space. its goal is to create a space which allows 

people to interact naturally, freely and quickly. this is why 

Metod office furniture is not only made up of a chair and a desk, 

but truly ables to create practical, work space joining units.
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teamwork 

Metod is created for businesses centered around teamwork. For teamwork 

to carry on outside the meeting rooms, the environment has to predispose 

natural interaction and sharing one’s ideas. 

To enforce the effect of working together, Metod ables to create work space 

clusters for two, four, six or more people, and due to the additional elements 

of the set, every team member can design his work area according to his 

specific needs. 
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structure 
of work space 

a good work space is based on stability. Visually light Metod finds  

its support from a rigid steel frame which also provides fixings for 

all the additional elements: the desk mounted screens and small 

shelves, and the handy storage spaces below the work surface.  

simplicity

There is nothing overabundant  

or lacking in Metod. The well 

thought-through elements let you 

create various work areas from  

a classic single work space up to 

a hall-length cluster office space. 

economical

We have optimised the number 

of details for an economical  

material usage. For example, when  

compiling four work spaces, the 

table has five time as fewer legs 

as by compiling the work space 

from separate tables. 

flexibility

By adding and dividing the  

elements, the furniture shall  

remain more flexible through-out  

time and space. Due to the strong  

frame, the furniture can be moved  

countless times. 
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additional 
elements
The smarter the usage of space, the more efficient 

the business. Metod’s additional elements allow one 

to use his desk space as versatilely as possible. 

The shelves fixable to the felt screen help 

to keep the documents in order and the 

fixable board is perfect for all kinds 

of reminders.

The design of the additional elements 

is beckoning and handy to provide 

a pleasurable sight, yet simple and 

discreet enough to allow you to 

concentrate on the most important: 

the work on your desk. 
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integrated 
cable system 

Metod allows you to hide the cable clusters in the channel below the desk. 

cables which aren’t moved on a daily basis remain hidden in the channel, 

whilst a mobile phone or a laptop can easily be charged in the outlet in the 

middle of the desk. 
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materials 

Metod is built from the best materials. its modular steel frame is coated by using a nature-friendly powder  

painting technology and the work surface is coated with a durable melamine cover. the central keel and drawer 

facades are made of strong MDf boards and brushed up with water-based colours. the system gains it softness 

and warmth from the screens covered with synthetic felt. 

elements 

Work the way you like. When compiling a Metod set, 

first consider the measurements suitable for the work  

area and then proceed to choosing a suitable 

drawer system. 

for creating individual combinations, one can choose  

between the colour of the table frame, the colour 

of the work surface finish, central keel and drawer 

facades.
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